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CHRIS KADAY markBting dkector. Commodore
FEW people can argue that the real key to the growth of the

computer industry following the introduction of the micro has

been innovation. It is therefore all the more ironic that the

current obsession with standards, coupled with a widespread

reticence to adopt new technology, seriously hampers the

successful introduction of a new computer.

However, we also know that one of the main causes of the

current slow down in penetration of the personal computer
market is the failure of the industry, (and that means we, the

manufacturers) to convince the non-user that computers are

easy to use and can provide real productivity benefits.

It is against this background that the Commodore Amiga
will be launched, with its unprecedented multitasking

capabilities, windows management, fast processing speed and
superb colour graphics. These facilities, amongst others, will

excite both user and non-user alike to the new opportunities

that computers can deliver, and we believe that the Amiga will

indeed set a revolutionary new standard, in that the PC can

be not only practicably valuable, but stimulating to use*

The early establishment of a sound software base is always

a problem for new machines, and here the Amiga has got off

to an excellent start with a wide range of utilities, horizontal

and vertical market applications already nearing completion.

There will be a variety of word processors, spreadsheets and

database offerings, together with application packages in desk-

top publishing, advertising and design, CadCam, catering,

farming, transport, avionics, that motor trade and many,
many others.

With its video interface and graphics, the Amiga is already

being seen as an important development in the educational

market, with machines being evaluated by a number of leading

universities.

The Amiga is also an extremely effective low cost graphics

terminal and there are several significant programs underway
in this area.

Since the Amiga's unique capabilities will take some time to

Supplement
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be realised, and to meet the need to innovate within the

standard, there is also an MS DOS Emulator capable of

running the most popular IBM compatible programmes.

Let us hope however, that this will not be the sole criterion

on which the Amiga will be judged. Economical IBM-
compatibility is one another. After all, why buy a Mini when
you can get a Ferrari for the same price? Our case restsl^

I

CHRIS JENKINS editor. Commodore Horizons

WELCOME to our free Amiga supplement — our way of

introducing you to Commodore's revolutionary new machine.

and to our plans for the future of Commodore Horizons

magazine.

As Commodore's marketing director Chris Kaday says, it's

important to realise that the Amiga is not just a business

machine, and not just an overpriced games machine. It's an

applications PC, and is destined to become the favoured

electronic tool of many amateurs, semi-pro's and professionals

in the fields of graphic design, engineering, planning, video

technology, sound synthesis, and many fields which we cannot

yet imagine.

Commodore Horizons will keep you up to date with all the

latest developments in the Amiga market, explaining the

advanced technology involved, the capabilities of the software

and how some of the most astounding effects are achieved.

We know that many of you will be happy to stick with your

M's or 128's, and of course we will not be cutting down on

our coverage of these best-selling machines; but from next

month, in the new-look Commodore Horizons and Amiga
UK, we'll be affirming our commitment to Commodore and

the PC of the future, the Commodore Amiga.@
28 Commodore Horizons March 1986



MS 2000 COMMODORE MOUSE

The MS 2000 is a beautifully designed peripheral used to move the cursor simply

and quickly around the screen like a drawing pen, paint brush or air spray. This

popular device is so natural and friendly to use that it will add an exhilerating

new dimension to creative art, CAD, design and business drawings such as

graphs, pi charts and plans.

The MS 2000 is a high quality mouse with a RUBBER COATED BALL which is

quiet and will not lose accuracy through slippage. The hardware incorporates an

OPTICAL ENCODING technique in the mouse which has a resolution of TOO
points to the inch. It is accurate, reliable and repeatable.

ONLY £64.90 INCL. MS2000 + CASSETTE, DISC OPTION £3,50 P&P £1.50

'Commodore Honzons' Cenainly the best mouse for the 64 'PCIV' Hardware excellent, software technicelly stunning

WYr>lk Mr^r%r '^^'' ^^® software is sjmply the best graphics package I have come across.

ICjIViOKJEj Atso available: MSX MOUSE & THE FAMOUS BBC MEGA MOUSE

HOUSE LIMITED 32 SavMIe Row, London W1X 1AG. 01-734 0173 - 01*734 8826

BRATACCAS-THE INTERACTIVE VIDEO -AVAILABLE NOW
(16,000 sold in six weeks)

i

i TM

Brataccas engineered like no other software; already described

as the product that broke the mould; it is the ultimate software
experience.

Take the challenge, become Kyne the earth scierttist accused of

the hideous crime of genetic fraud; flee to the outskirts of the

solar system; struggle to survive in the hostile environment;

above all prove your innocence.

Brataccas an innovation, an incredible concept, other products

pale into insignificance.

BE PART OF THE BRATACCAS EXPERIENCE
Brataccas - designed for the 520ST 512k Amiga, 512k
Macintosh and Mac Plus; compatible with colour and black &
white monitors.

Original poster by Roger Dean included.

Available now for £34.95 inc. VAT and p&p.
Allow 7 days for delivery. Europe add £1.50 for postage.

' Post coupon now to Psygnosis Ltd. 1st Floor,

IPbrt of LivarpooJ BuHding*. Pier Head. Livarpool L3 1BV

Please rush me copies of Brataccas for my

IG Atari 520ST U Commodore Amiga Q] Apple 512 MAC
Please d ebit my Access A^isa jdelete 3s necessaryl

Card
I

rn ] rn
Number I I i J L L

I I enclose Cheque/PO for £_

Signature .

* Name .

I Address

I

SUPERFAST CREDIT CARD SALES UNE:

051-227 4800
March 1986 Commodore Horizons 29
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DESIGN COUNSEL

• PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC ARTS
• PRICE* TBA
• MACHINE: AMIGA 2B6K (extra facilities available on
^ ^ 2K machines)

Deluxe Paint is the first

commercially released

example of the kind of

program which shows the

Amiga at its best. If this

review seems at times a little

over-enthusiastic, perhaps I

should explain that when
Deluxe Paint was first

demonstrated in this country,

to an audience of competing

software developers, it was

greeted with outbreaks of

spontaneous applause. The

applause was deserved.

The simplest description of

Deluxe Paint is that it is

another **paint'' program,

with all the facilities that

would be expected of

something developed two

years after Macpaint set the

standard for personal

computers. The power of

Deluxe Paint derives not so

much from extra facilities

(though there are quite a few)

but from the full integration

of all its talents, as we shall

see later.

Like any competent

"paint" program, Deluxe

Paint comes equipped with a

variety of line and shape

building tools.

Straight or freehand lines, circles, ellipses, rectangles and
polygons (filled or outline) can all be created using a variety

of built in brush shapes selected from the control panel. The
thickness of the lines involved can be varied, either by

swapping built-in brushes or by the facility to change the size

of any brush picked up from the menu. In addition to lines

and shapes, text can be added to designs in a variety of fonts.

As in previous paint programs the user always has the option

to "undo"' the last action performed or to clear the whole
screen.

Other **standard" features include the ability to magnify a

portion of the design and work on it in enlarged mode for

more precise control — the degree of magnification can be

varied to suit the needs of the particular design. A powerful

set of symmetry facilities allows the user to draw on the

screen and see the material duplicated so as to create

symmetrical patterns in a variety of styles.

For precise work an invisible grid can be imposed on the

screen so that lines and shapes generated will begin only at

grid points. Unlike most previous programs the space between

the grid points can be set by the user before commencing a

design or even during the course of it. If the grid does not

provide sufficient accuracy, a menu option is provided which

displays the screen co-ordinates of the cursor or, when a shape

is being created, the position relative to the start of the shape.

Using the co-ordinates facility all of the line and shape tools

can be used with individual pixel precision,

30 Commodore Horizons March 1986

As expected with a

machine like the Amiga, all

the facilities provided on the

control panel can be obtained

in a variety of colours. In the

normal "low resolution"

mode of 320*200 pixels, 32

separate colours can be used

in a single design. Which 32

colours is for the user to

choose using a simple colour

palette facility which allows

colours to be mixed and

shaded within the range of

4096 colours that the Amiga
is capable of producing.

Higher resolution is available

in the form of a 640*200

mode giving 16 colours on a

512K machine or four on a

256K model. Finally, for

512K machines only, a high

resolution 640*400 mode is

available, still with 16 user-

definable colours. Portions of

pictures can be loaded into

other designs, provided that

the resolution is the same and
a special colour remapping
option allows ,the user to

specify how the colours in

the fragment being loaded are

to be adapted to the possible

quite different palette of the

current picture.

One of the most useful features of any paint program is the

ability to *' select" areas of the screen for deletion,

modification or copying to other locations. In the case of

Deluxe Paint the range of operations is more extensive than

most. The content of the selected area can be moved, shrunk,

enlarged, stretched, curved, flipped horizontally and vertically,

rotated through any angle or saved to disk.

What sets Deluxe Paint off from other packages, however,

is the capability that it gives to the user to treat a selected

screen area or object as if it were a normal paint brush

selected from the control paneL Any shape on the screen can

be picked up and used as a brush, regardless of its complexity

or the number of colours involved. The illustration shows a

simple example of a line of coloured blobs picked up and used

to paint a rainbow with a single stroke.

The integration of Deluxe Paint begins to show when we go
beyond the simple use of an object as a brush to more
complex actions. Deluxe Paint has a fair range of shape-

making abihties — all of

them can be used with the

user defined brushes. The
user can pick up a block of

letters from the screen and

then draw a line composed of

those letters. If a complex
multi-coloured shape is being

used as a brush to create



I

^

DELUXE PAINT on the Aiiiiya, siunniiiy graphics soumrora iur iht^ new generation of
personal computers.
This image of the Tutankhamen mask exploits the Amiga's 640 x 400 pixel mode, using
16 colours and Deluxe Paint's advanced brush routines.
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Special effects, the program will just as happily draw lines,

dotted lines, circles and polygons with that shape as with a

brush shape chosen from the control paneL

It is quite impossible to describe the variety of effects which

can be achieved using the flexible brush definitions combined

with varied shape-making tools. Many of the effects are quite

unexpected, though obvious once experienced. To create a

regular network of lines on the screen, simply create a single

square, set the grid facility to give the correct spacing and

paint the square all over the screen using the dotted line tool

-- hey presto.

So much does effective use

of Deluxe Paint rely on the

use of different brushes that

not only can whole designs

be stored on disk and

retrieved later, so also can

individual brushes. Specialist

users will quickly build up a

library of useful

brushes and shapes which can be quickly incorporated into

successive designs. The disk supplied contains, among many
others, the example of a bare room and a set of Christmas-

lype objects stored as brushes. Shown below is an example,

created in a few minutes, of the flexibility inherent in shape

storage. Every feature of the room apart from the floor, walls

and the scene outside the window, is a separately stored brush

— including the animated flames in the fireplace.

One further strength of the package is the range of

**modes'* in which can be used to determine how a brush will

affect what is already on the screen. Using the modes it is

possible to place the brush on the screen ''as is", as a single

colour outline, the background colour in the rectangle

surrounding the brush shape can be made transparent, the

brush can be used to '*smear" colours already on the screen

as if they were being rubbed with a finger, to shade them

slightly without having to go to the colour palette or even to

'*blend" colours so that rubbing the brush over the border

between two colours leads to the colours blurring into each

other.

No discussion of modes would be complete without

mentioning '*cycling*% which allows a range of colours to be

defined in the palette and then cycled so that each colour

within the range changes at regular intervals, taking on the

colour of its predecessor* Cycling can be used to achieve a

variety of effects from hypnotic patterns to very simple

animation.

It will be clear from what has gone before that I have very

few reservations about Deluxe Paint, No doubt other and

more specialised tools will appear for the Amiga which will

perform particular tasks better than a general ''paint"

program, no matter how good. As a creative tool, however, or

for general design work at a fairly low level, it is difficult to

imagine anything appearing in the short term which could be

much better,

A few points, however, should be mentioned. The first is

the quality of the print-outs obtained, at least on the popular

Epson FX80, Clearly it is not possible to do justice to a

colour picture in black and white. Even so the Amiga device

driver for the average Epson printer leaves a lot to be desired

when it comes to graphics mode. Compared to the graphical

output of, say, the GEM system on an IBM PC, an Amiga

graphics print-out is a poor affair. If the quality of the device

driver software supplied with the Amiga is not improved,

Electronic Arts would do well to design their own.

The other reservation has to be over the instruction manual

for the package, which is a confused and pallid affair. Deluxe

Paint is easy enough to learn by experimentation but even so

a clearly laid out manual would have been a help.

It is sad that having

lavished so much skill on the

packages they produce, many
software houses refuse to

recognise that manual writing

is a skill on its own — and

one that successful

programmers or sales

executives don't often

possess. If Electronic Arts

want to pitch programs like

Deluxe Paint at a

price level closer to commercial programs than to simple home

software — a level that is fully justified — then buyers have

the right to expect documentation up to the best commercial

standards.

Finally, the number of fonts supplied with the package is a

disappointment, as is the range of sizes the individual fonts

are supplied in. Only seven type styles are supplied, which

makes the package inferior in this respect to Macpaint, In

most cases, each type style is supplied in only two sizes. No
doubt some would argue that the ability to resize material on

the screen makes it unnecessary to supply the text fonts in a

variety of sizes. In fact increasing the size of a font is

nowhere near as simple as crudely multiplying its dimensions.

Simply magnifying text leads to lettering which is quite

unacceptable for serious use. It is to be hoped that future

editions of the program will be issued with a range of fonts

which does justice to the flexibility of the program in other

respects.

Deluxe Paint, despite the one or two reservations listed

above, is the kind of program that most Amiga owners will

lust after. I suspect that in the hands of intelligent dealers,

this one package will sell more Amigas than any other. For

anyone who feels the need for some creative fun or simple

design work this program, for the present at least, is

indispensable. @
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HOW IS Commodore's wonder machine the Amiga

faring in the tough European market?

LAS VEGAS CES
' HERE'S stii! no indica-

tion of the likely UK
price of the Amiga, but

in the States it seems that the

cheaper Atari 520 ST is giving

the superior machine a run for

its money.

At the Las Vegas CES,

Commodore made a tactical

blunder by holding a press

conference on the opening day,

then disappearing entirely —
leaving the field open for Atari.

However, despite the absence

of Commodore several software

companies showed products for

the 64 and the Amiga, The CI 28

did fairly well too — with

something like 120,000 sold at

Christmas, it*s been a reason-

able success so far in the States.

Many software houses, un-

able to decide between

Commodore and Atri, and

between the old 8-bit machines

and the new 16-bit, did not

exhibit; notable by their absence

were Infocom, Broderbund,

Datasoft and Sierra. However,

Sub-Logic, Access, Microprose,

Activision, Elearonic Arts and

the UK Masterlronic and

Firebird showed some signif-

icant new releases.

• ELECTRONIC ARTS,
for some time the major US
champions of the Amiga,
announced that the five Amiga
titles launched tn December

recouped all their development

costs for 1986 — and that's

estimated at $600,000. Titles

include Deluxe Paint, a high-

level graphic design package;

One-on-Oite, a basketball

simulation; Seven Cities of

Gold, a conversion of a 64

adventure game; Arcliait, a

chess-like strategy game; and

Finaneisi] Cookbook, a home
economics planner.

Seven more Amiga cities are

1 sr*

WE DARE YOU
TOCOMWRE

s»'.^r»

Borrowed Time — Actitivion *s Amiga adventure

Leader Board

planned for the first quarter of

'86. These include Deluxe Print,

a versatile printing tool; and

Deluxe Video, a do-it-yourself

graphic storytelling package.

Three new products specifically

for the Amiga are Return to

Atlantis, a 3-D underwater

adventure; Arctic Fox, a

combat flight simulator; and

Instant Music, which can be

used to create soundtracks for

Deluxe Video.

Enhanced versions of the 64

games Sk^fox and Adventure

Construction Set are also

planned.

• ACTIVISION previewed

Borrowed Time, an interactive

text and graphics adventure

from the creators of Mind-

shadow; and Hacker and
Mindshadow have been

converted from the 64. Con-

versions of Little Computer
People and The Music Studio

are also on the way.

Activision's UK managing
director, Hugh Rees-Parnall,

promises Amiga versions of

Hacker and Mindshadow in the

UK in early Spring.

However, it wasn't all joy

unrestrained for the Amiga;
Atari's notorious comparison

test, showing the bouncing ball

demo (for which the Amiga is

famous) running on the Amiga,
Atari 520 ST and Apple Mac,
drew some unflattering price

comparisons. What Atari didn't

say is that the 520ST demo is

silent, while the Amiga version

is accompanied by thunderous

sampled sound; and the Amiga
version is produced by a simple

matter of scrolling two '*play-

fields", while the ST version

takes up huge amounts of

processor power.

Bing Gordon of Electronic

Arts, siaunchest supporters of

the Amiga, commented
**Atari's Jack Tramiel has

shown himself to be pretty

canny, while Commodore has

been making a lot of mistakes

recently/* The failure to show

the Amiga properly at CES, and

the continuing scepticism of

software suppliers towards the

market hopes of the expensive

Amiga, mean that Commo-
dore*s machine is in for a rough

ride, uniess licensing of the

technology involved can

produce a new standard

operating system for the new
generation of home computers.
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oin the revolution

Buy your introduction

to the future

The easy-to-read Workbench
environment and how to make it

work for you
The kind of applications

programs you need to build a

system on the Amiga and how to

use them effectively

The newAmiga
represents a revolution in

personal computers. This

booic is the authoritative

introduction to that

revolution.

The Amiga Handbook by David
Lawrence and Mark England takes

you behind the scenes to examine:

The custom-designed chips that

allow the Amiga to outpace
machines many times its price

The wide-ranging built-in

libraries that control the Amiga's
graphics, sounds, animation and
speech

The Intuition' user interface that

controls Amiga's windows and
icons, and the more traditional text-

based Command Line Interpreter

T^ Programs in the powerful Amiga
BASIC language to make the Amiga
read a story, produce colourful

graphs or simply print out a bill

This is the first book for the Amiga.
Buy the book and join the revolution

To Theresa Locy, Sunshine Books
12f1 3 Little Newport Street

London WC2H7PP
Please send me. .copiesofThe
Amiga Handbook ISBN 946408 91 2

at £7.95 (plus 90p p&p) per copy.

I would also like to subscribe to

Commodore Horizons monthly,

starting with the March issue which
includes a 16-page Amiga supplement.
Annual subscription, £10n

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ . payable

to Sunshine Books

Alternatively please debit my Vi saD AccessQ
American Ex pressQ
Account number . = Expiry date—
Signed ^ . ^ ^ —
Name (capitals please)

.

Address

1

i
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COMPUTER?
THE AMIGA, of

course! At its UK
taunch the new
machine made a

predictable itnpact

fHE AMIGA has made a

big impact at the

gf Birmingham Which
Computer Show — but at the

Las Vegas Consumer Elecronks

Show the reception has been

more muled.

Following the conference of

European software developers

in I>ecember, the Amiga*s UK
launch at the National

Exhi bidon Centre made it the

centre of attention at the

country's biggest business

computer show.

Software from a wide range

of developers was to show,

promising a good number of

titles at the release of the

machine on the UK market in

the Spring.

#DIALTEXT, from Talbot

Computers* is a complete

integrated communications
program for the Amiga. It

features simple access to

databases such as Telecom
Gold, Easy Link and One-to-

One, autodial/logon, printing

or disk save of calls, user

definable mailboxes with

passwords, bulletin board
feature, text editing and
multitasking.

•AMIGALINK is a local

area network system which
allows up to 125 ** nodes** per

ring. Rings on different sites can

be connected via modem, and
the SimpleNet software allows

remote file access. The system

allows computers, peripherals

and terminals to be Unked
together in a cost-effective way,

and will be available from Nine
Tiles Computer Systems in

April

• ABflsicC, MCC PASCAL
and CAMBRIDGE LISP from

Metacomco, designers of the

Amiga DOS operating system,

are the first of a series of

releases from the Bristol-based

68000 specialists.

• AMIGA FONT DESK
from Cygnet Computer
Consultants is a typesetting

package, featuring allowing the

simple production of docu-

ments, standard forms and
technically illustrated hterature.

It also supports the production

m. m^m ummt
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Cygnef 's Font Desk — some day ali

magaziftes mav be made fhis way!

~V"
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O
/. VidetJ genlock, combimng a video

camera signal with A miga-generated
graphics: 2. Cygnet *s Font Desk; 3,

Metacomco "s ABasiC; 4. Nine
Titles" MuUilink; 5. Micronet on the

Amiga

of artwork and letterheads, and
can output to laser or dot matrix

printers.

The Illustrator section will

take in Gniphicrafl or DeLuxe
PainI pictures, or Te^tcrsft

files.

1
»;
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• ACQUISITION from
Taurus is an office filing system

which allows you to define how
files should be indexed and
cross-referenced, which
employees have access to which
files, whether the system is hier-

archical or relational (or both),

and how the screen displays are

presented. Acquisition is created

using the database language

ACOM, which is fully accessible

to the user. Total capacity is

lOOMb of files.
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BRATACCAS
THE PROBLEM with reviewing any major game in its early

days is that two potentially very different things may have to

be said about it. The first concerns whether the game is a

good idea and one that people are Ukely to enjoy. The second

is whether the early versions live up to the promise. In looking

at Erataccas from Psygnosis this conflict is well to the fore.

First, is Brataccas a good game? The answer surely has to

be yes, with good scores for originality, authenticity, variety,

humour and even tension — not bad for one adventure.

The theme of the game is the search for the evidence that

will save the reputation and the life of a scientist called Kyne.

Kyne*s problem is that he is a genetic engineer who has

discovered how co create a super-being and both government

and the underworld want his work for their own nefarious

ends, Kyne is destined to spend his life as a fugitive, branded

a criminal for crimes he did

not commit, unless he can

discover evidence of his

innocence.

The evidence is to be

found on Brataccas, a

played-oyt mining asteroid

that is now the haunt of the

Asteroid Belt Police and a

variety of villains. The game

begins when Kyne
materialises in the leleport on

Brataccas, and ends .well

Pd love to be inscrutable but

I haven't the faintest idea

how it ends.

Brataccas, as the

illustrations show, is far from

being a text based adventure.

Everything, including the cast

of around sixty different

characters, is represented in

the form of an animated

cartoon in which the player

controls Kyne. The extensive

list of actions and

interactions with other

characters is controlled by

means of the mouse or

keyboard.

The other characters in the

adventure consist of a troupe

of straight laced police under

the orders of the crippled

Commander Stopp, the robot

droids who guard the official

areas of the asteroid, the

barmen, the bureaucrats, the

assassin Lash, the evil Kol

Worpt and a variety of

stooges — to name but a

few.

Whether Brataccas is the

style of game that you will

enjoy depends, I think, on

whether you are the kind of person who can cope with

adventure games where the aim of the game is ill defined.

There is no doubt that the first few sessions of playing can be

extremely frustrating as Kyne makes his way from bar to bar

being insulted or patronised by everyone in sight, and to no

great effect except that he is eventually killed and arrives

mysteriously reincarnated in the transporter room.

In the case of our family, however, the first step towards a

more interesting life very quickly became apparent and we

were soon in the thick o the fight (literally). It is certainly, for

most people, a new and colourful experience compared to

previous generations of adventures. How long the challenges

of the game will last is something that only time will tell, but

the amount of thought that has obviously gone into its design

suggests that it is not likely to be solved quickly.

The other side of the balance that was mentioned earlier is

not quite so favourable. Brataccas is a clever and complex

piece of programming and to maximise the return on the
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considerable effort it must have taken, Psygnosis have written

it in such a way that n can be easily adapted from one 68000

based machine to another. In practice this means that many of

a machine*s in-built facilities are ignored since they will not be

common to others to which the game must be adapted.

All this may well be satisfactory on an Atari ST or a

Macintosh but with due respect to those machines they are not

in the same class with the Amiga when it comes to graphics. It

is often painful to see Braiaccas struggling to maintain large

groups of animated objects^ such as people, on the screen.

Figures flicker to the front and back of a grouip as their

priority changes without apparent logic » When objects move

they do so in crude steps which have obviously been found

necessary to keep the game running at a reasonable speed.

Quite simply, Brataccas makes inadquate use of the Amiga's

buih in graphics facilities. The Amiga itself has the capability

to manage both sprites and **blhter objects" quickly and

smoothly under simple direction from a program. Anyone

who has seen even the simplest animation examples on the

Amiga will realize that the animation on Brataccas simply

doesn't come up to scratch. The game needs to be stripped

down and properly designed for the Amiga — a hastily

translated ST version simply won*t do.

Apart from that general point, there are a number of minor

annoyances with the version of Brattaccas that I played. Not

least among these was the fact that it crashed several times

over a period of days, leaving a half-drawn room on the

screen. More annoying were the times when speech bubbles

vital to making a decision about the game were displayed

slightly off the screen so that the text could not be read.

Some attention also needs to be paid to the way in which

the game is controlled by means of a mouse. If you watch the

PROGRAM: BRATACCAS
PUBLISHER: PSYGNOSIS
PRICE: TBA
MACHINE: AMIGA (with mimmum 512K memory)

average user with a mouse you will quickly see that there are

two parts to any movement. First of all there is a quick, gross

movement covering most of the distance and then a slight

adjustment, often backwards to the precise position desired.

This works perfectly for most applications, which require

thai a pointer arrive at a certain position. Brataccas, however,

treats slight movements of he mouse as commands to perform
' actions hke **pick up'\ "draw sword" and so on. The result

is that any slight backlash can be interpreted as an instruction.

If yoy run out of space on the desk and need lo reposition the

mouse, any slight movement as you pick it up can be taken as

an instruction.

These ^phantom instructions'* area at least irritating and

sometimes can cost the player dearly* The solution for games

like Brataccas might be to de-sensitize the mouse so that a

movement, say, of at least

two inches is needed to

register a command. Until

that is done many players

will never get beyond the

annoyance of the game
apparently responding to

instructions they are not

aware of having given.

The final criticism of the

Brataccas package is reserved

for the documentation. If

you are producing a game for

three separate machines it

makes sense to produce an

overall instruction booklet. It

doesn't make sense to weave

the detailed instructions for

running the game on the

three machines so closely

together that it is almost

impossible to distinguish

which instructions apply to

which machine. With the best

will in the world, instructions

which tell the user to

Kickstart the Amiga (power it

up with the special boot disk)

and then ensure that the

power is off need to be

revised

The overall conclusion on

Brataccas must be that it is

good, but that it still needs

some work. Undoubtedly it is

a good game with a lot of

depth, style and challenge

that will make it a favourite

for more than just a few

hours of play. At the same

time, Psygnosis need to

ensure that Irritating faults

and limitations don't stand in

the way of that fact being

appreciated,@
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FAST GRAPHICS

IN OUR overview of the Amiga we looked

at the main features of the Amiga's hardware

and noted that while they gave a guide to

what makes the machine tick, the only way
to really understand it was to look in detail

at the individual functions that they

performed. Nowehere is that more true than

in the case of the '*blitter*% the strange

sounding device that forms part of the

AGNUS chip described earlier.

Hardware

Those who tends to avoid the technicalities

of the internal working of new micros should

try not to turn off their minds at this point

because what follows is not too technical

andt to put it bluntly, you cannot really

understand the Amiga withough thinking

about its hardware. If the first impression

ihat people have of the Amiga is one of

amazement at the quality of its graphics and

the sheer speed at which graphic objects can

be moved and manipulated, then that

amazement is really a product of the work
of the blitter.

The name blitter is short for **block image

transferrer" and the purpose of the blitter

is simply to transfer blocks of data from one
place in the first 512K of RAM to another.

Once again, as with much of the rest of the

hardware, this task relieves the 68000 of time

consuming chores which would slow down
the system but also, in the case of the blitter,

the process is actually carried out faster than

it would be by the 68000 itself — up to 10

times faster in fact — since the blitter is

specifically designed to carry out the task*

The act of straightforward data shifting

is central 6o what the blitter does within the

Amiga graphics system — though the blitter

is not necessarily limited in its apphcation to

graphics, it will just as cheerfully shift

programs around in memory if

necessary. Graphics is the major
area, however, and here the

relevance of the blitter is clear

to anyone who has worked for

more than a few minutes with

an Amiga.

The totally flexible display of

the Amiga, with windows
appearing and disappearing,

shuffling behind one another,

moving from one point to

another on the screen, is no
more nor less than a massive

demand for the movement of

data in memory. Every time a

window is shifted from one
place to another, for instance:

a) the area that it

used to occupy has to

be reconstituted by
bringing the previous

contents back
from a *'mem-

ory buffer"

in which

they

have been

saved,

b) the data from
the area which is

about to be covered

by the window has

to be copied from the

display memory into a

buffer.

c) finally the data which represents the

contents of the window display has to be

copied into the display memory at the correct

point.

These tasks, though simple, are not small
— unless they were carried out at the kind

of speed that the blitter can achieve, the

Amiga would be almost impossible and
certainly unpleasant to use.

In order to carry out such a transfer, the

blitter needs only to be told where in memory
the data to be shifted is, where it is being

shifted to and how much there is to copy.

In addition it needs to be told the size of the

lines which make up the image it is copying.

For instance it might be being asked to

copy a small image 32 pixels across and 20
pixels high from an area of memory which
represents a total display 320 pixels across.

In order to do this it will need to be able to

move to the byte in memory representing the

beginning of the rectangle holding the image,

pick up the two 16-bit words of data that

defin 32 pixels and move them, then skip

through the memory to the data representing

the second hne of pixels in the rectangle. This

operation it would perform twenty times and
in doing so copy the spcified image, without

touching anything around.

Pixels

Simply moving data is not the limit of the

abilities of the blitter, useful though it may
be. One of the problems of writing data into

a display arises if the image to be placed on
the screen is not rectangular, or where the

images to be placed on the screen need to be

drawn from separate sources. In fact that

blitter can cope unaided with a wide variety

of situations like this because the AGNUS
chip provides it with 4 dedicated direct

memory access channels.

Three of these channels the blitter uses to

call up data simultaneously from up to three

different sources, while the fourth channel

is employed to send the resulting output to

the destination in memory. In calling up
information from more than one source, the

blitter is equipped to carry out a variety of

what are known as "logical operation" such

as AND, OR, INVERT, EXCLUSIVE OR,
which allows pixels from one source to take

priority over others, to be manipulated, to

be combined with others and so on.

One frequent use of these abilities is to

overcome the fact that the blitter can only

move rectangles directly — this raises a
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Not a hideous monster in your

computer, but an essential part

of the Amiga's graphics abilities

problem if, for instance, a multi-coloured

circular pattern is to be placed on the screen.

What has to be moved is actually a rectangle

containing the circle and unwanted parts of
the rectangle may obliterate something
important and is already displayed. Since the

circle is mu hi-coloured, there is no possibility

of telling the blitter only to transfer the pixels

that are not **background' color.

Patterns

In such cases the ability to combine
different sources can be used to make the

blitter pick up say, a black copy of the

circular pattern from one source. The
circular pattern itself is then taken from
memory as the second source. Finally the two
are combined with the existing screen display

(the third source) so that any pixels which
fall Within the shape defined by the black

"mask'' are overwritten and any which fall

outside the shape defined by the mask are

left unchanged. The result is then sent out
along the fourth DMA channel and the
circular pattern appears on the screen
without the least disturbance to anything
around it.

So fast is the blitter at carrying out

complex tasks involving placing an image

over a background that it can be used to

move objects around a display in much the

same way as **sprites" on something like the

Commodore 64— independent small images
which are not part of the main display and
so can be moved rapidly around. In doing
this it is aided by another important feature,

its ability to move
data a certain

number of bits to

the left or the right

before it places

them into the

display.

Without this, the

smallest movement
that could be made
of an object would
be one complete
16-bit word, the

smallest unit with

which the Amiga
normally deals.

With the ability to

shift data left or

right an object can

be made to move pixel by pixel as if it were
completely detached from the playfield over
which it moves with an action as smooth as

a full sprite, though the sobject is acutally

part of the playfield and cannot move from
playfield to playfield. Sprite-like objects
whose movement is handled by the blitter are

referred to as "bobs" and there is specialist

software in the operating system to handle
them and to provide them with a variety of
sprite-like characteristics such as
transparency, collision detection, priority on
the screen and so forth.

Finally, apart from its role in shifting

memory the blitter is also used for two more
specialised graphics roles, area filling and line

drawing. Filling an area with a color or

pattern is a logical extension of its abilities

to work With the outline of an object and to

fill an area of memory with something.

Line drawing is also provided for in a
variety of different modes, solid, textured,

inverse video and so on, which is why the

Amiga can achieve such speed at the

constructions of line drawn items, even to

the extent of providing smooth animation of
several changing line-drawn shapes on the

screen — something not seen before in a

micro in anywhere near the Amiga*s price

range. @

BY THE BLITTER
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THE SYSTEM
^

EVERY working computer, no matter how
humbk» is a complex machine made up of an

extraordinary variety of components. What

makes a good computer, however, is not

complexity but the quality of the components

and the effectiveness of the design that ties

those components together. On both these

counts the Amiga family represents a major

step forward in personal computers, offering

a level of power and performance simply not

seen before in a personal computer. In this

article we intend to cast a quick eye over the

J ,\mHiA

sole responsibility of a single chip within the

system. Nevertheless, a great deal can be

learned about the machine simply by using the

four major chips as a guide.

Though much of the work carried out by

a CPU on lesser machines is borne by the rest

of the hardware on the Amiga, the 68000 is

still the heart of the Amiga system, as it is of

a great many of the latest generation of

sophisticated personal computers. The CPU
is the most flexible of the Amiga's hardware

in use, accepting a massive range of

major features of the Amiga that justify such

seemingly extravagant claims.

The power of the Amiga rests mainly on

a collection of four chips never before seen

in combination — three of them never before

seen at all — the Motorola MC68000 central

processor unit, the AGNUS address generator,

the DEMISE (or DAPHNE) display encoder

chip and the PAULA (or PORTIA) ports,

audio and UAFET chip. Based around this

central core is 256K of memory used by the

system to store the operating system of the

Amiga — the form of the memory involved

may be specially protected random access

memory loaded from disk when the machine

is first powered up, or read-only memory chips

with the operating system built in, according

to the version of the AMIGA. Outside of this

the standard Atniga comes equipped with

256K of random access memory available to

the user, with the option to expand up to 512K

by the simple addition of a cartridge of extra

memory, or up to 8 megabytes (8,388,608

bytes) on a special external memory board.

This is, of course, far from the end of the

story. The full Amiga system is crammed with

hi^ech components and capable of expansion

in a wide variety of ways, according to need,

68000 CPU

A full description of the Amiga, such as

you will find in our book, involves going

beyond the individual components to their

parts and to the ways in which they work

together, since very seldom is any function the
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instructions compared to earlier generation,

and its task is to co-ordinate the works of

everything else in the system and to carry out

by itself a wide range of functions of which

other aspects of the system are not capable.

Memory

Around the 68000 is clustered the memory
of the machine, consisting of a collection of

"dynamic RAM" chips which must be

refreshed roughly every 2 thousandths of a

second if they are not to lose all record of the

data they contain. The basic Amiga comes

equipped, as mentioned above, with 256K

bytes of memor>' devoted to the storage of the

operating system of the machine and another

256K available to the user. Another 256K can

be added in the form of a slot- in cartridge

which can be inserted into a port behind the

front panel of the machine. The arbitrary limit

of 512K this imposes is nothing to do with the

abilities of the 68000 CPU but rather with

the three other specialist chips, which are

designed lo deal only with memory addresses

falling in the first 512K. The 68000 itself is

quite capable of dealing with in excess of 16

million bytes of memory and provision is

made to use this power by means of an

expansion port on the side of the Amiga

which, among other functions, allows the

system to be made up to a full 8 megabytes.

AGNUS, which stands for the "Address

Generator Chip", is in many ways the key to

the speed of the Amiga in operation. In this

single chip are contained three crucial
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functions:

a) The controls for the "direct memory
access" chaimds, which allow several different

parts of the system to access the memory,
without having to ask the CPU to both obtain

the data from a specified location and/or

place it into a specifield location. The Amiga
has an astotiishing 25 direct memory access

channels devoted to functions like audio^

graphics, disk drives and so on, and every one

of those channels is directly responsible for

relieving the CPU of a task that takes up

manipulate the wide variety of colours which

the system allows. DENISE makes it possible

for this complex data to be sent straight out

of memory, without having to be heavily

processed, and then to be rapidly transformed

into a format suitable for the screen — thus

again telieving the CPU of a major task which

is otherwise constantly going on. The addition

to this overall task, DENISE also handles the

job of mixing in the images of any sprites,

small graphics objects which are capable of

being moved around the display rapidly,

much of its time in lesser systems.

b) The "Copper" co-processor, which

allows material to be placed on the screen of
the Amiga in a manner which is exactly

synchronised with the 50/60 per second

passages across the screen of the beam of

electrons which creates the display. The
Copper is an extremely fast device which not

only improves the quality of the Amiga*s

display but once again nelieves the CPU of the

need to wait for the corrrect time to place an

item on the screen.

The blitter

c) The **blitter" — short for "block image

transferrer" is a device mainly used for the

manipulation of areas of display memory
which need to be moved, though it can be and

is applied to other purposes within the first

512K of memory which require that blocks of

memory be moved around. The point of data

from place to place in memory is capable of

\iv:v% up the CPU for relatively lotig periods,

so that once again the AGNUS chip provides

a facility which frees the 68000 for other, more
important work that only it can carry out and

secondly^ within its relatively limited sphere

of operations, the blitter is around 10 times

as fast as the 68000 itself.

DENISE is the display encoder chip, and

its basic task is to create the display on the

screen of the monitor or television attached

to the Amiga. The data on which the Amiga
display is based is stored in a complex format

which makes it easier to generate and

indepently of anything else. Finally, as if these

tasks were not enough, DENISE also carries

most of the responsibility for monitoring the

mouse port, through which information is

received from the mouse device.

The final major custom chip amongst the

Amiga's hardware is PAULA, the ports, audio

and UART chip. The majority of the chip is

devoted to the complex task of handling the

Amiga*s four separate sound channels, with

some help from the AGNUS chip, which

places 4 dif^ect memory access channels at the

disposal of the audio system. In addition to

this, PAULA handles the communication of

the system with the disk drives and with the

serial port at the rear of the machine.

Faster and better

These then are the major components of
the Amiga — in terms of function, if not of

size. None of them can be really described as

major steps forward in technology. What is

special about them is that in the Amiga, for

the first time among the new generation of

graphics-based personal computers, someone
has taken the trouble to sit down and analyse

the kind of task which the graphics

environment requires and the kind of burdens

it places on the system. AGNUS, DENISE
and PAULA, though fairly simple devices in

themselves are precisely adapted to take over

roles from the 68000 CPU and to perform
those roles faster and better, leaving the raw

power of the 68000 to be used where It is

needed most — in running programs, #
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JR NEW DISK DRIVE FOI^ "1MMODORE12
AND 64

. SFD 1001
I 1 MEGABYTE
' DISK

U--^ DRIVE
,

Fast Access Plus 1000k per disk!

• Three times the capacity of the 1571

• Four times faster than the 1541

• Six times the capacity of the 1541 or 1570

• Proven technology based on reUable 8250 (

• Connects directly to Commodore 128, Coi
Commodore 700, 4000 and 8000 series

ONLY

£239'
plus VAT,'

SFDIOOI + INTERFACE + CABLE

• SFDIOOI 1Mb disk drive

Brain Boxes C128/64 convertible

• IEEE paraUeldala cable

• Back up and file
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CLASSIFIED

. VIDEO VAULT INTERNATIONAL Z— -"-^REPAIR SERVICE gC^^ m
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CLASSIFIED

Here's my FREE Classified Ad.
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^Emini&Q CentreSoft
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